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The tremendous impact of deep learning algorithms over a wide range of application domains has encour-

aged a surge of neural network (NN) accelerator research. Facilitating the NN accelerator design calls for

guidance from an evolving benchmark suite that incorporates emerging NN models. Nevertheless, existing

NN benchmarks are not suitable for guiding NN accelerator designs. These benchmarks are either selected for

general-purpose processors without considering unique characteristics of NN accelerators or lack quantita-

tive analysis to guarantee their completeness during the benchmark construction, update, and customization.

In light of the shortcomings of prior benchmarks, we propose a novel benchmarking methodology for NN

accelerators with a quantitative analysis of application performance features and a comprehensive awareness

of software-hardware co-design. Specifically, we decouple the benchmarking process into three stages: First,

we characterize the NN workloads with quantitative metrics and select the representative applications for the

benchmark suite to ensure diversity and completeness. Second, we refine the selected applications according

to the customized model compression techniques provided by specific software-hardware co-design. Finally,

we evaluate a variety of accelerator designs on the generated benchmark suite. To demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of our benchmarking methodology, we conduct a case study of composing an NN benchmark from

the TensorFlow Model Zoo and compress these selected models with various model compression techniques.

Finally, we evaluate compressed models on various architectures, including GPU, Neurocube, DianNao, and

Cambricon-X.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Neural network (NN) algorithms have demonstrated better accuracy than traditional machine

learning algorithms in a wide range of application domains, such as computer vision (CV) [27,

28, 49, 51] and natural language processing (NLP) [35, 46, 50]. These breakthroughs indicate a

promising future for their real-world deployment. Deploying these applications, especially for

the inference stage, requires high performance under stringent power budgets, which boosts the

emergence of accelerator designs for these applications. However, designing such an NN acceler-

ator using application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) is challenging, because NN applications

are changing rapidly to support new functionalities and improve accuracies, while ASIC design

requires a long design and manufacturing period. The accelerator design could be prone to be-

coming obsolete if the design fails to capture key characteristics of emerging models. Therefore, a

benchmark to capture these workload characteristics is crucial to guiding NN accelerator design.

Although there exist some benchmark suites for NN accelerator designs [1, 3, 11, 52], most of them

overlook two critical perspectives when constructing the benchmark suite.

Prior studies usually lack quantitative analysis in the selection of applications for the bench-

mark suite. Without quantitative metrics for selecting applications, it will be difficult to maintain

a representative benchmark suite in benchmark construction, update, and customization. First,

when the benchmark suite is originally constructed, there is a risk that the empirically selected

applications are not the most representative collection, although most of the existing benchmarks

justify their representativeness afterward. Second, due to the rapid change of NN algorithms from

the machine learning community, a benchmark suite needs to be updated periodically to consider

new algorithms. However, without quantitative metrics, it is unclear if existing applications in the

benchmark suite are representative of emerging algorithms. Finally, evaluating NN accelerators

designed for a special application domain needs to filter some applications from a benchmark,

which can hardly be achieved without quantitative metrics. For example, designing a smart cam-

era does not need to evaluate sequence-to-sequence [50] models. The process of filtering unrelated

applications needs quantitative metrics instead of empirical decisions to ensure representativeness.

In addition, prior benchmark selection does not take the specialty of NN accelerators into ac-

count, and hence is not suitable for evaluating software-hardware co-designs. Without this kind

of consideration, existing benchmarks are not feasible to evaluate several state-of-the-art NN ac-

celerators exploiting NN model compression techniques. First, most accelerators are incorporated

with specialized hardware for software optimizations, so evaluating applications without these

optimizations cannot provide insightful guidelines. For example, some accelerators, such as the

TPU [32] and DianNao [12], exploit fixed-point arithmetic logic units (ALUs) for quantized mod-

els, while some accelerators, such as EIE [24] and Cambricon-X [64], exploit sparse tensor compu-

tations for pruned models. TPU and DianNao cannot benefit from the sparsity, while EIE and

Cambricon-X could suffer from the overheads of control logic for running dense NN models.

Second, without the consideration of hardware-software co-design, it is impossible to evaluate

software-level optimizations and their impact on hardware designs. In particular, using only one

set of workloads can hardly study the performance impact of software-level optimizations on spe-

cialized hardware designs, such as performance benefits that the hardware design can obtain if a

new pruning algorithm can further prune half of the weights. Third, without considering software-

hardware co-design during the process of composing benchmark suites, the application set could

include similar and redundant applications, such as VGG and SparseVGG in BenchIP [52].

In this article, we propose an end-to-end benchmarking approach for software-hardware co-

design to quantitatively select applications and benchmark software-hardware co-design by de-

coupling our approach into three stages: workload characterizations, software-level model com-

pression strategies, and hardware-level accelerator evaluations. In the first stage, application set
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selection, we characterize NN applications of interest without considering any software optimiza-

tion techniques. After gathering their performance features, we select representative applications

for the original application set. In the second stage, benchmark suite generation, users can refine the

selected applications to generate the final benchmark suite according to their model compression

strategies. New NN models for each application in the original benchmark suite will be gener-

ated according to software-level optimizations, such as quantizing and pruning techniques. In the

last stage, hardware evaluation, users can provide the performance models of their accelerator de-

signs together with the assumptions of interconnection and host. Accelerators are evaluated with

the benchmark suite generated from the second stage. Power, performance, and area results are

derived according to input performance models.

To demonstrate the functionality of our benchmark, we conduct a case study on designing

NN accelerators for general NN applications. First, we comprehensively analyze 57 models with

224,563 operators from the TensorFlow (TF) Model Zoo [21]. Second, we generate benchmark

suites by using several state-of-the-art software-level optimizations including quantizing and

pruning NN models. Finally, we evaluate several representative accelerators including general-

purpose processors (CPU and GPU), accelerator architecture (DianNao [12]), near-data-processing

architecture (Neurocube [33]), and sparse-aware architecture (Cambricon-X [64]).

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel benchmarking method, which selects the benchmark by analyzing a

user-input candidate application pool and covers software-hardware co-design configura-

tions with high flexibility. Therefore, our benchmark method is able to provide guidelines

for architecture design to tradeoff application compatibility, algorithm accuracy, and hard-

ware performance.

• We conduct a case study of generating a general-purpose NN benchmark suite from the TF

Model Zoo while applying state-of-the-art NN model compression techniques and eval-

uate it on representative architectures to demonstrate the functionality of our bench-

mark method. Our case study reveals that CV and NLP applications show very differ-

ent performance characteristics and favor different compression techniques and hardware

architectures.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the basics of NN accelerator system stacks and NN accelerator designs.

2.1 System Stack and the Representation of an NN Model

Modern NN development and deployment system stacks are decoupled into several levels. As

shown in Figure 1, the whole system stack includes application, framework, primitive, and hard-

ware levels. From top to bottom, the application level focuses on developing high accuracy algo-

rithms and sometimes makes tradeoffs between accuracy and performance when exploring differ-

ent NN structures. The framework level focuses on transforming high-level abstractions into hard-

ware primitives by providing a flexible programming model and efficient runtime environment.

Meanwhile, the primitive level provides simple and well-optimized primitives for the hardware.

For example, cuDNN [40] provides well-optimized library for executing convolution on GPUs. At

the bottom of the whole development and deployment stack, the hardware level provides efficient

hardware platforms for executing NN applications.

Across these system stack levels, each NN model is represented by a computation graph, which

abstracts tensor operators as vertexes and tensor operands as edges to present an NN model. The

topology of computation graphs indicate the data dependency among tensor operators. Figure 2
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Fig. 1. System stack for the development and deployment of NN applications including (1) application layer,

(2) framework layer, (3) primitive layer, and (4) hardware layer.

Fig. 2. An NN example represented by the layer-by-layer abstraction and the computation graph with the

detailed components of a Conv2D operator to explain what is included in an operator.

provides an example NN represented by these two abstractions to demonstrate their differences.

The computation graph abstraction brings a more flexible representation of NN models and mod-

ern frameworks, such as TensorFlow [2] and PyTorch [16], adopt computation graph as the pro-

gramming model. Thus, the computation graph representation is general across different NN

frameworks. Moreover, because the computation graph does not have any constraint on the graph

topology, it is fully compatible with all widely used NN models including RNN models even though

it could introduce loops in the computation graph. All models from TensorFlow Model Zoo [21] are

represented by TensorFlow graphs, which is an implementation of the computation graph concept.

In the rest of this article, we adopt this abstraction taking an NN model as a computation graph.

2.2 NN Accelerators

For the past few years, researchers have adopted two major guidelines to improve NN accelerator

designs, i.e., the technology-driven architecture designs and the application-driven architecture

designs.

From the technology perspective, researchers aim to utilize the physical properties of emerg-

ing hardware primitives to fundamentally improve the performance and energy efficiency of

new architectures. Some key operations in NN applications that are bottlenecks, such as matrix

multiplication, are especially suited to these architectures. New technologies such as emerging
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Table 1. Classifying NN Benchmarks w.r.t. Benchmark-suite and Benchmark-object

BenchNN BenchDL DeepBench Fathom BenchIP Our Work

[11] [48] [7] [3] [52]

Application � � � � � �
Framework �
Primitive � �
Hardware � � � � �
�: benchmark-suite; �: benchmark-object.

non-volatile memories and 3D die stacking provide new opportunities for the implementa-

tion of PIM accelerators [15, 30], near-data processing (NDP) accelerators [33], and neuromor-

phic chips [10], which demonstrate orders of magnitude improvement in energy efficiency and

performance.

From the application perspective, researchers aim to simplify computational workloads and re-

duce memory footprint through algorithmic optimizations without significantly compromising ap-

plication accuracy. Previous work [42, 54, 55] demonstrates that inference tasks do not require high

numerical precision for weights and intermediate data. There are a number of ASIC designs [12–

14, 32] leveraging these opportunities to improve the performance and energy efficiency for NN

inference tasks. Another promising optimization strategy is pruning [25, 26], which removes un-

necessary connections in NN models and makes tensor operations sparse. Some accelerators [4, 24,

58, 64] are designed to utilize the sparsity of either weights or activations. In addition, software-

hardware co-design methodology [23, 43, 61] with architecture-aware NN model compression [34,

56] or compression-aware accelerator is proposed to figure out the best tradeoffs between accuracy

and performance.

In addition to ASIC accelerators with fixed hardware architectures that rely on software to con-

vert NN models into programs running on hardware, some accelerators, such as BrainWave [19]

and xDNN [60], convert NN models completely into hardware and realize them through recon-

figurable logic, especially FPGAs. Although studies of using FPGAs start from supporting only a

limited set of models [41, 62], the design method is extended to support a wide spectrum of NN

models [47, 63, 65]. These studies usually use hand-optimized RTL templates for key operations

and rely on compiler support to efficiently leverage these well-optimized modules.

In this article, our benchmark aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of NN workloads

to guide accelerator designs regardless of their technology, application domain, and design meth-

ods. Moreover, our benchmark helps domain-specific accelerator designs instead of accelerators

tailored for only one or few models, because accelerators for a limited number of models have

concrete design goals and the known set of representative workloads.

3 MOTIVATION

Although many NN benchmark suites have recently been proposed, through analyzing available

suites, we see that many demands are not met. We first narrow down the analysis of existing suites

by categorizing all previous benchmarks in terms of benchmark-suite and benchmark-object. Then,

we highlight the novelty of this work by comparing it to BenchIP [52] and Fathom [3] in four

detailed aspects.

All previous NN benchmarks can be categorized according to the benchmark-suite and

benchmark-object. A benchmark-suite consists of a set of representative workloads to be evaluated

on different benchmark-objects. We classify the benchmark-suite and benchmark-object into

different levels in the system stack, as shown in Table 1. Although BenchNN [11] is one of
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Table 2. The Uniqueness of Our Benchmarking Methodology

Fathom BenchIP Ours

Analysis-based App. Selection ✗ ✗ �
Flexible with Update/Customize ✗ ✗ �
SW/HW Co-design ✗ fixed general

Evaluation on Accelerators ✗ ASIC ASIC/NDP

✗ means the corresponding feature is not supported, and � means the corresponding

feature is supported.

earliest efforts in building an NN benchmark, the benchmark-suite is a bit out of date without

updates. Prior study [48] (denoted as BenchDL) proposes a benchmark suite for evaluating

different deep learning software tools, i.e., frameworks in our system stack of NN applications.

DeepBench [7] is a benchmark suite comparing the performance of different primitives on

different platforms. However, benchmarking NN applications from the primitive layer loses the

whole picture. Fathom [3] and BenchIP [52] serve a similar purpose as our work. However, they

do not take software-hardware co-design as the benchmark object. Different from all of them, our

benchmarking methodology targets at capturing end-to-end application-to-hardware characteristics

to guide architecture design for state-of-the-art NN workloads. Since both Fathom and BenchIP serve

a similar purpose of benchmarking NN accelerator designs, we further detail our comparison

with Fathom and BenchIP in four aspects, as summarized in Table 2.

Quantitative analysis–based benchmark selection: Accelerator designers usually know the

application domain they are interested in, which could include a large number of NN applications.

Thus, it is important to select representative NN applications to guide hardware architecture de-

sign. Fathom and BenchIP pick their applications with some empirical guidelines but not by any

quantitative analysis. Even though they show the effectiveness of their selected suits afterward,

there is no guarantee that their selections are the most representative. On the contrary, our ap-

proach selects benchmarks according to the results of extensive profiling and analyzing. Our method

characterizes NN applications through application features that are key to the performance, from

the perspective of architecture designs. At the end of Section 6.1, we show how our method cap-

tures additional features that other benchmarks fail to cover.

Flexible with updates and customizations: We propose a benchmarking methodology, not

simply a benchmark suite. By doing this, we are subject to updates due to the rapid developing

NN algorithms. Statistics [52] have shown that within one year, the NN models proposed in top-

tier conferences double. For a fixed benchmark suite, it is difficult to know whether to extend

the suite and whether a new accelerator is needed when a new model appears. Although eval-

uating a new model on existing accelerators can help us understand its characteristics to some

extent, the demand for updating the benchmark suite and designing a new accelerator would be

challenging without an in-depth workload characterization. In addition, most of the accelerators

target a certain application scenario (e.g., autonomous cars), instead of a general NN processor. A

single one-for-all benchmark suite does not adequately address these needs. Instead, we generate

different suites according to the user-customized candidate application pool.

SW/HW co-design: Recent NN accelerator designs usually include both software optimiza-

tions, such as model pruning and quantization, and hardware optimizations. Our benchmark

method is the first for accelerators with a comprehensive awareness of software-hardware co-

design. Although BenchIP [52] includes sparse models, such as Sparse VGG, into their application

set as representative workloads, these considerations are insufficient due to two reasons. First,

pruned models are very similar to their original models in their work. For example, Sparse VGG
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Fig. 3. Benchmark method overview with three main stages and their corresponding inputs and outputs.

performs very similar to VGG in terms of extracted performance features, making it redundant.

Second, their sparsity benchmark cannot consider all model compression techniques. For example,

structural sparsity [61] is not covered.

Diversity of evaluation platforms: Because of the growing heterogeneity of hardware plat-

forms, targeting only ASIC designs is not sufficient. We evaluate our benchmarks not only on

CPU/GPU and ASICs but also on other innovative architectures such as NDP architectures. In ad-

dition, our evaluation method is not limited to any NN framework. Instead, we use the computation

graph as a programming model with a general abstraction for the execution of NN applications

across different platforms.

4 BENCHMARKING METHODOLOGY

An overview of our benchmarking method is shown in Figure 3. Our benchmarking method in-

cludes three stages. The first stage is application set selection, with an application candidate pool

as its user input and original application set as its output [59]. The second stage is benchmark suite

generation, with the model compression technique as the user input and the previous generated

original application set as another input. The last stage is the hardware evaluation, which takes the

generated benchmark suite and the hardware performance models as its inputs and then outputs

the performance results. The rest of this section will introduce these three stages in detail.

4.1 Application Set Selection

In the first stage, application set selection, we select diverse and representative NN applications

from the application candidate pool that includes the applications of the user’s interests.

The proposed application set selection consists of two phases: operator-level and application-

level analysis, as shown in Figure 4. Since tensor operators are the primitives of NN applications,

operator-level analysis is conducted first, before application-level analysis. In the operator-level

analysis, we extract all operators from the application candidate pool and use two important

metrics, locality and parallelism, as the performance feature to represent an operator. Then,

all the operators are clustered into several groups according to the extracted operator features.
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Fig. 4. Application set selection process with two phases: operator-level analysis phase and application-level

analysis phase.

This process of getting operator clusters is detailed as Algorithm 1. After the operator-level

clustering, application-level analysis is performed as the second phase. Applications are first

profiled on baseline architectures before they are quantified by time breakdown on the different

operator clusters. The process of getting application features is detailed as Algorithm 2. After

obtaining these application features, we conduct a similarity analysis for all applications. Finally,

an application set composed of diverse and representative workloads can be selected out of the

application candidate pool. Instead of clustering operators according to their functionalities, as in

prior work [3], our work is fundamentally different, because it clusters tensor operators according

to their architectural features, i.e., locality and parallelism. We observe that functionality-based

classification is not sufficient and can cause incorrect bottleneck characterization, as validated by

the experiments at the end of Section 6.1.

4.1.1 Operator-level Analysis. As shown in Figure 4, we perform operator-level analysis in the

first phase to extract operator features and cluster operators based on these operator features. Our

operator-level analysis first extracts all operators from the applications in the application candidate

pool. Then, we analyze operator features from the perspective of architecture designs. Finally, we

cluster these operators.

To improve the generality of the generated benchmark suite, we use platform-independent met-

rics as the operator feature. Specifically, we define two platform-independent metrics, Locality and

Parallelism, for the operator-level analysis to reflect general architecture considerations when de-

signing accelerators for tensor operators. A common practice in accelerator design is to consider

customized data-path designs, such as the different dataflow structures in Eyeriss [14], that can

leverage both the locality of these operators and can utilize multiple processing elements (PEs) to

exploit the available parallelism. Thus, these two platform-independent metrics can be useful to

help understand operators from the viewpoint of architectural designs for overall demands. The

definition of these two metrics used to represent the architectural feature of an operator is detailed

as follows:

Locality. This metric is defined as the amount of data needed by an operator divided by the

number of scalar arithmetic computations it needs. The amount of data needed by an operator

is equal to the sum of the input tensor size and the output tensor size. Input tensors include all

input data needed by this operator, such as model weights. Our locality metric reflects the overall

locality of an operator, because it indicates the average times of a byte used in the scalar arithmetic
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computations. Moreover, the average times of a byte used in the computation indicates the locality

in an ideal memory system where a cache hit happens if the same location was accessed before.

For example, when the locality metric of an operator equals to 0.1, it means that this operator

performs an arithmetic scalar computation on 0.1 byte of data on average. In other words, each

byte is used for 10 (= 1
0.1 ) scalar computations on average. In an ideal memory system, this byte is

accessed 10 times (1 access per arithmetic computations), and the miss rate is 10%, because only

the first access of these 10 accesses will result in a cache miss. Another example is that when the

locality metric of an operator equals to 12, it means that this operator performs an arithmetic scalar

computation on 12 bytes of data on average. In this case, each data is accessed only once for the

computation, and the miss rate in an ideal memory system is 100%, because there is no data-reuse.

In summary, the cache miss rate of an operator in an ideal memory system ismin{Locality, 100%}
when the cache line size is 1 byte. Thus, lower values of this metric indicate better locality for the

operator.

Parallelism. This metric is defined as the ratio of scalar arithmetic operations that can be

executed in parallel, assuming sufficient hardware resources. Thus, the quantitative value of this

metric falls into the range between 0 and 1. Higher values of this metric express greater avail-

able parallelism for the operator. This metric reflects the parallelism of computations in terms of

data dependency. For example, a tensor Add operator that adds two tensors with N elements in

an element-wise manner has N scalar-add operations. All of these scalar-add operations can be

executed in parallel without any true dependency. Therefore, the parallelism for this tensor Add

operator is 100%. Take a tensor Max operator as another example. The functionality of a tensor

Max operator is to find the maximum value in the input tensor with N elements. A tree-based

reduction can explore the parallelism with loдN sequential steps that must be executed in a se-

quential manner. In each step of this tree-based reduction, all of the N scalar-max operations can

be executed in parallel given sufficient hardware resources. As a result, the parallelism for a tensor

Max operator is 1
loдN

.

After obtaining operator features in the aforementioned metrics, we can group operators into

several clusters according to these operator features.

4.1.2 Application-level Analysis. As shown in Figure 4, we perform application-level analysis

in the second phase to extract application features and select applications based on these appli-

cation features. We define the performance feature of an application as the time breakdown on

the different operator clusters obtained from the operator-level analysis. We denote the number

of operator clusters as n. Specifically, the performance feature is denoted as �f = (R1,R2, . . . ,Rn )
where Ri represents the percentage of the elapsed time spent in the ith class operators. We profile

each application from the application candidate pool on the baseline hardware, usually a CPU or

a GPU, to obtain its time spent in each operator cluster. By analyzing applications in terms of time

breakdown, benchmark users can have a better understanding of which operator class acts as a

bottleneck on the baseline hardware. Because operators are grouped by their architecture features

of both locality and parallelism, it provides clearer guidelines to design specialized hardware to

accelerate the bottleneck operator cluster.

We rely on the application-level analysis phase to understand the application characteristics on

baseline platforms. Thus, there are several major design decisions when we are building application

features. First, we use profiling information on existing baseline platforms for a more accurate

analysis. Although baseline platforms are usually general-purpose processors, such as CPU or

GPU, they can be changed to other hardware devices, depending on design goals. For example,

if NNBench-X is used to develop the second generation of TPU, the first version of TPU could

be the baseline device [32]. Second, because this phase in the application set selection stage, this
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ALGORITHM 1: Operator-level analysis to get operator clusters.

Input: A list of models (M) and the number of operator clusters (N)

Output: Operator cluster centers

Init All_Op_Features = []

for m in M do

for op in m.operator_list() do

op_features = ExtractOperatorFeatures(op)

All_Op_Features.append(op_features)

end for

end for

cluster_centers = kMeans(All_Op_Features, num_clusters=N)

Return cluster_centers

ALGORITHM 2: Application-level analysis to get application features.

Input: A list of models (M) and the centers of operator clusters (cluster_centers)

Output: The application features for each model (All_App_Features)

Init All_App_Features = []

for m in M do

Init app_feature = [0.0] * len(cluster_centers)

Init total_time = 0.0

for op in m.operator_list() do

op_features = ExtractOperatorFeatures(op)

cluster_id = GetNearestClusterCenterID(op_features, cluster_centers)

app_feature[cluster_id] += op.elapsed_time

total_time += op.elapsed_time

end for

app_feature = app_feature / total_time

All_App_Features.append(app_features)

end for

Return All_App_Features

phase needs to be independent from software-hardware co-design solutions to be evaluated by

NNBench-X. Specifically, this phase does not take any software-hardware co-design solutions as

inputs and extracts application features based on performance models of these co-designs, such as

the roofline model [57]. Third, we do not consider inter-operator parallelism as a part of application

features, because software frameworks usually take operators as the granularity of scheduling.

These frameworks will offload operators to hardware instead of the whole computation graph and

they are responsible to exploit inter-operator parallelism. However, when designing an accelerator

taking the whole computation graph as inputs, this metric can be added into application features,

as discussed in Section 7.

After this two-level analysis, we select representative applications out of the application candi-

date pool to build the original application set.

4.2 Benchmark Suite Generation

In the second stage, benchmark suite generation, we provide interfaces for users to customize their

NN compression techniques to generate the final benchmark suite.

This stage is motivated by the success of model compression techniques, either quantizing or

pruning, and the fact that state-of-the-art accelerator designs leverage these techniques for better

computation and memory access efficiency by designing specialized hardware, either fixed-point
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Fig. 5. An example for benchmark suite generation to generate a new computation graph according to user-

provided quantizing (int16) and pruning strategies (sparse weights).

ALU or sparse tensor computation engines. Although we obtain a diverse and representative

application set after the first stage, we cannot benchmark different accelerators using only one

set of applications because of the diversity of NN model compression techniques.

Each application from the original application set is a computation graph. To customize different

NN model compression techniques, we provide interfaces for the users to specify the data type of

tensors in this computation graph. For tensors storing the pre-trained weights, users can overwrite

these weights by using pruned weights so these tensors become sparse. Sparsity information can

also be included as an additional attribute in the tensors storing weights. The sparsity of the tensors

produced by activation functions, such as ReLU, can be computed in runtime. Figure 5 illustrates

a case for these interfaces. Suppose we quantize the original application from the single-precision

floating-point into 16-bit fixed-point and prune weights by 90%; the structure of the computa-

tion graph remains the same, but the operators and tensors are changed accordingly, as shown in

Figure 5. Users can define and import model compression methods, and change the information

of operators and tensors to generate the final benchmark suite according to their software-level

studies in the training stage. Compression techniques resulting in intolerable accuracy degrada-

tions should not be imported into this stage. At the end of this stage, NNbench-X produces the

final test set of applications composed of quantized and pruned NN models for evaluations.

Because our benchmark methodology provides interfaces for the users to specify their own com-

pression methods instead of defining several patterns, NNBench-X is able to support a wide range

of compression methods. For example, when NNBench-X is used to evaluate software-hardware

co-designs exploiting the structural sparsity [6, 36], NNBench-X passes model weights to compres-

sion methods provided by the users to generate weights in structural sparse patterns. In this case,

the pruned models with weights in structural sparse patterns will be in the generated benchmark

suite at the end of this stage.

4.3 Hardware Evaluation

In the final stage, the hardware evaluation, we evaluate the generated benchmark suite on accel-

erator designs.

Although this stage can be completed by users with detailed simulation results of accelerators,

we build a system-level simulator for fast performance estimation in the initial architecture de-

sign stages to provide high-level guidelines for accelerator designs. Our system-level simulator

evaluates accelerators on the generated benchmark suite by using the performance models of the

accelerator, the host, and the interconnection between the accelerator and the host. These perfor-

mance models are provided by users so they can be as simple as a roofline model or as complicated
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Fig. 6. The workflow of hardware evaluation with the user-inputs for hardware modeling including models

for host, interconnect, and accelerators.

as a cycle-accurate simulator depending on the demands of hardware evaluation. For example,

early design stages could use the roofline model to decide the balance between computation and

memory resources while later design stages could need cycle-accurate simulators to model more

hardware details. The inputs and outputs of our system-level simulator are shown in Figure 6. For

each application in the generated benchmark suite, our simulator schedules operators into either

the accelerator or the host by a first-come-first-serve scheduling algorithm. When an operator is

not supported by the accelerator, it will be launched into the host with subsequent data transfer

between the accelerator and the host. The performance results of running supported operators

on accelerators and overheads of data transfer between the host and accelerators are provided by

input hardware models that are a part of inputs to our system-level simulator. To demonstrate the

usage of our system-level simulator, we use a simple but effective analytical model, the roofline

model, in Section 6.2 to evaluate various architectures, including DianNao [12], Neurocube [33],

and Cambricon-X [64].

Our system-level simulator plays a role similar to that of frameworks. Our straightforward

scheduling policy may not consistently achieve optimal performance, but integrating accelerators

into the whole system with developed primitives is time-consuming and impractical in the initial

design space exploration stage for architectures. As the case study shows in Section 6.2, the

performance speedups of different architectures could vary in orders of magnitudes. Therefore,

our coarse but fast estimations can still provide insightful guidelines in architectural designs.

Furthermore, the accuracy of estimation in this stage depends on the accuracy of performance

models provided by users. Although we use a simple analytical model, roofline model, in

Section 6.2 as a demo case, users can provide models capturing more hardware details to fit

their demands exploiting various hardware designs. For example, when it is decided to use

dataflow architectures in NN accelerators and our benchmark methodology is used to evaluate

and compare different dataflow designs, the MAESTRO [37] framework can be used to provide the

performance results of different architectures for supported operators. Another example is that

when the users want to evaluate software-hardware co-designs exploiting structural sparsity, the

user-provided performance models of hardware designs need to take the sparsity into account [6,

36]. In both examples, our system-level simulator is responsible to provide operator information,

such as input tensor shapes and operator weights, while users need to implement their own

performance models as the backend to return the performance results of running the operator

on their accelerators. For accelerator designs in Section 6.2, we implement a roofline model as
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the backend for various accelerator designs, which returns the performance by using the roofline

model according to operator information and hardware specifications. For the performance of

operators on real devices, such as CPU and GPU, we implement the backend performance model

by running the operator on the real device and returning the measured time.

5 VALIDATION ON BENCHMARK METHODOLOGY

To validate the effectiveness of our benchmark methodology, we conduct case studies in Section 6.

Before going to experimental results in Section 6, we explain how our case studies validate our

benchmark methodology.

There are two major design goals of our benchmark methodology. First, our benchmark method-

ology is developed to quantitatively capture the architectural characteristics of applications from

an input application pool to select diverse and representative ones. In Section 6.1, we conduct

a case study of workload characterization on TensorFlow (TF) Model Zoo [21] covering a large

number of models from different application domains. The characterization results on these mod-

els indicate that our benchmark methodology is able to distinguish workloads from different ap-

plication domains and provide key architectural insights for application domains. Second, our

benchmark methodology is developed to evaluate software-hardware co-design methods. In Sec-

tion 6.2, we have several diverse software-hardware co-designs on the application set selected in

Section 6.1. The evaluated software-hardware co-designs have a wide coverage, including both

memory-centric accelerators [33] and compute-centric accelerators [12]. We also cover various

model compression techniques, including both quantization [12, 33] and pruning [64]. The evalu-

ation results on these software-hardware co-designs indicate that our benchmark methodology is

able to capture key performance benefits of software-hardware co-designs.

In summary, through these two main case studies on workload characterization and hardware

evaluation, we are able to validate our benchmark methodology on its design goals.

6 CASE STUDY: FROM TENSORFLOW MODEL ZOO TO A BENCHMARK SUITE

We conduct a case study of benchmarking NN inference accelerators to demonstrate the usage of

our benchmark approach. To this end, we set the TensorFlow (TF) Model Zoo [21] (with 57 NN

models and 224,563 operators) as the application candidate pool, and our software-hardware co-

design evaluation includes several state-of-the-art model compression techniques and hardware

designs. The version of the TF Model Zoo we used in this case study contains 57 NN models from

24 different applications. These NN models have very diverse structures, including convolutional

neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). From the perspective of learning

algorithms, these models are from different learning methods, including supervised learning, unsu-

pervised learning, and reinforcement learning. Thus, our application pool has very good coverage

on existing NN applications from different application domains, with different model structures

and trained by different learning algorithms. This section follows the three-step process introduced

in Section 4. First, Section 6.1 studies our application set selection process to select representative

applications from TF Model Zoo. By comparing to the application set of prior benchmarks, we

also demonstrate the advantages by the end of Section 6.1. Then, Section 6.2 evaluates several

software-hardware co-designs on these selected applications. In the process of both application

set selection and evaluating software-hardware co-designs, we conclude several observations on

application characteristics and architecture design guidelines from these studies.

6.1 Application Selection from TensorFlow Model Zoo

As the first step of our analysis flow, we apply the operator-level analysis to most of the ap-

plications from the TensorFlow Model Zoo [21]. We first perform extract operators (Figure 4-❶)
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Fig. 7. The distribution of operator features for all operators from the application candidate pool (TF Model

Zoo) and the clustering results by running k-means.

Fig. 8. The distribution of application features using CPU and GPU as baseline devices.

to all 224,563 operators from the application candidate pool. We then extract operator features

(Figure 4-❷) and measure both the locality and the parallelism of the operators as defined in Sec-

tion 4.1. The resulting distribution of operator features is shown in Figure 7(a). It labels different

operator functionalities, including matrix multiplication (MatMul), convolution (Conv), pooling,

reduction, element-wise, and other irregular operators (Others) where computations and memory

accesses are dependent on input tensor values. Based on the performance feature distribution, we

conduct cluster operations step (Figure 4-❸), which groups these operators into three clusters. We

apply the k-means algorithm and obtain the cluster results shown as Figure 7(b). After this, we con-

duct an application-level analysis. Because most accelerator designs compare their performance

to two kinds of general-purpose processors, CPU and GPU, we profile (Figure 4-❹) all applications

from the application candidate pool on Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPU and NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU. To

extract application features (Figure 4-❺), we use the three operator classes from previous opera-

tor analysis. The application performance feature in this case study is denoted as �f = (R1,R2,R3),
where R1, R2, and R3 represent the time breakdown of an application into three operator clusters.

The performance feature distributions measured on CPU and GPU are shown as Figure 8(a) and
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Fig. 9. The distribution of application features for selected applications out of the application candidate pool

(TF Model Zoo).

Table 3. Brief Descriptions for 10 Applications Selected into the Original Application Set

Application Description Application Domain

textsum [46] Text summarization Natural Language Processing

skip_thoughts [35] Sentence-to-vector encoder Natural Language Processing

pcl_rl [38] Reinforcement learning Others

entropy_coder [31] Image file compression Information and Coding

mobilenet [28] Image classification Computer Vision

inception_resnet_v2 [27, 51] Image classification Computer Vision

image_decoder [53] Image file decompression Information and Coding

rfcn_resnet101 [20] Object detection Computer Vision

faster_rcnn_resnet50 [45] Object detection Computer Vision

vgg16 [49] Image classification Computer Vision

Figure 8(b). SinceR1 + R2 + R3 = 1, we plot two-dimensional scatter figures where x-axis stands for

the R2, y-axis stands for the R3, and R1 can be derived by 1 − R2 − R3. Finally, we select applications

(Figure 4-❻). Based on the distribution of the application features on CPU, we select 10 diverse

and representative applications as the original application set by evenly sampling the application

candidate pool. The distribution of these 10 applications is shown in Figure 9. Brief descriptions

for these 10 applications can be found in Table 3.

Observations on the operator-level analysis. We classify operators into several categories

to obtain observations on their architectural characteristics. The operator categories are designed

to reflect operator functionalities or data access patterns. Among these operator categories, ma-

trix multiplication (MatMul), convolution (Conv), and pooling attract intensive attention in many

accelerator designs because of their importance in early NN models, such as VGG models [49].

The activation functions are also very common in NN models, such as ReLU operation in con-

volutional neural networks [27, 49, 51], and all of them are vector-like element-wise operations.

Thus, we create a category as Element-wise in Figure 7(a) for all operators performing vector-like

operations. We also create a separate category named as reduction for operators with reduction

patterns, such as the Softmax and Argmax operations. Although these five categories cover most

of the operators, we put the rest of operators into the last category as others.
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We make several observations from the results of operator clustering (Figures 7(a)–7(b)). First,

convolution and matrix multiplication operators are similar to each other, and most of them have

good locality. Because of existing reduction patterns along some tensor dimensions, such as input

channels in convolution operators, these two kinds of operators possess moderate parallelism. Sec-

ond, all element-wise operators have identical parallelism while the computation intensity on each

tensor element can vary significantly. Because of fully parallel scalar operations for all elements

in element-wise operators, element-wise operators have the largest degree of parallelism (100%).

Third, operators with the same or similar functions can have very different performance features,

such as reduction and pooling operators. Clustering these operators by functions and designing

hardware accordingly would result in bottleneck misprediction.

Architecture implications of operator clusters. The application feature in our work is di-

rectly associated with the breakdown of execution time spent on different operator clusters. Since

we cluster operators according to their architecture features, i.e., locality and parallelism, opera-

tors in the same cluster could favor similar architecture designs. Specifically, operators in the first

cluster have limited parallelism and moderate locality, whose execution time contributes to R1.

These operators could benefit from the locality optimizations while they can hardly benefit from

more parallel processing elements (PEs). Operators from the second cluster have both moderate

parallelism and locality, such as matrix multiplication and convolution, whose execution time con-

tributes to R2. These operators could benefit from parallel PE design, more computation resources,

and optimizations on locality, such as the careful design of data-flow to exploit data reuse. Finally,

operators from the third cluster can be fully parallelized whose execution time contributes to R3.

Increasing the number of PEs is helpful to exploit the parallelism while these operators will become

bounded by memory bandwidth when the number of PEs is sufficient.

From the perspective of applications, application features indicate the distribution of execu-

tion time on these operator clusters. Thus, these application features help identify the application

bottleneck from the perspective of operator clusters, which further provides architecture design

guidelines. For example, an application with a large R2 indicates that its bottleneck comes from

operators in the second cluster, which could prefer architecture designs with more computation

resources or larger on-chip memory. Similarly, an application with a largeR3 could prefer memory-

centric architectures for higher effective memory bandwidth, because it is bounded by operators

in the third cluster.

Observations on the application-level analysis. For the application-level analysis in

Figures 8(a)–8(b), we summarize the following observations: First, Conv, MatMul, and Element-

wise operators take up a majority of the application time in most of the applications, since most

of the applications distribute near the line R2 + R3 = 1. Second, in contrast to CPU, GPU is more

likely to be bounded by R1, due to its more powerful computing resource and higher memory

bandwidth. In addition, R3 takes a larger percentage on GPU, indicating there are opportunities

for GPU memory system optimization. Third, the consideration of application scenarios reveals

additional trends. Both Figures 8(a) and Figure 8(b) label different application domains, including

computer vision (CV), natural language processing (NLP), hybrid CV and NLP (CV+NLP), infor-

mation and coding, and others. We classify applications into application domains according to the

task of applications. Applications for traditional CV or NLP tasks are labeled as CV or NLP, re-

spectively. The task of some applications is mixed by traditional CV or NLP tasks. For example,

image captioning requires image understanding and caption generation, where image feature ex-

traction is a CV task while the caption generation involving text summary is an NLP task. The

application domain of these mixed tasks is denoted as CV+NLP. In addition to these traditional CV

or NLP tasks, some tasks focus on the coding of information, such as file compression, decompres-

sion, and encryption. The application domain of these tasks related to information and coding is
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labeled as Information and Coding although they could need domain knowledge related to CV or

NLP when handling corresponding information, such as image compression. The domain labeled

as Others includes the rest of the applications; most of the applications in this category belong to

applications using reinforcement learning, such as robotics applications. Most CV applications are

bounded by operations from R2 (mostly Conv and MatMul). On the contrary, most NLP applications

are bounded by operations from the R3 (mostly element-wise operators). This indicates that memory-

centric computing architectures can be helpful for these NLP applications.

The advantage of our methodology. We first demonstrate the advantage of the operator-

level analysis by showing how misleading bottleneck diagnosis would occur if the aforementioned

analysis is neglected. Without operator-level clustering, one has to extract the application feature

with function-based operator clustering. For example, as described by Fathom, Add operators are

clustered as the category Elementwise Arithmetic, but transpose operators are clustered as another

category, Data Movement. However, when using our operator-level analysis, these two clusters

should be in the same category (R3 in our notation), since they have very similar architecture

features in terms of locality and parallelism. There would be an issue in the case where R3 is the

application’s bottleneck, but as part of R3, neither Elementwise Arithmetic nor Data Movement indi-

vidually shows as a bottleneck. The bottleneck is then misunderstood. The described problem happens

for 15 out of 57 models in the TF Model Zoo. Taking application video_prediction_stp [18] for exam-

ple, according to the performance feature defined in Fathom, it will show Conv2D as the bottleneck

(taking 38% of total time). However, the elapsed time of operators from the R3 cluster takes 52%

of total time, making R3-like operators (memory-intensive highly parallel operators) the actual

bottleneck, not Conv2D. Instead of accelerating Conv2D, which would result in more computation

resources or larger on-chip memory, our analysis recommends that the architecture should be de-

signed with higher effective memory bandwidth, such as processing-in-memory architectures [15,

22, 30, 33] for R3-like operators, because they take the majority of the elapsed time.

Second, our benchmark process selects more diverse and representative applications. Compared

to Fathom, our method selects applications from a large application candidate pool based on ex-

tracted application features. Therefore, our analysis-based selection guarantees the diversity and

representativeness of selected applications from the viewpoint of performance features. To under-

stand the representativeness of Fathom applications on the TF Model Zoo, we go through the same

application analysis process for applications (eight applications in total) from Fathom. The results

measured on the CPU and the GPU are shown as Figures 10(a) and 10(b). Through comparisons, we

can conclude that the application selection in Fathom is fairly good due to its similar distribution

as TF Model Zoo. However, compared with Fathom, our benchmark selection in Figure 9 is more

evenly distributed, making it more representative as a general benchmark. For example, the two

selected benchmark applications in the orange circle in Figure 10(a) are too close to each other,

making one of them redundant. In addition, some applications are underrepresented, such as ap-

plications in green circles in Figure 10(a) and 10(b). The applications from Fathom in these green

circles are not sufficiently representative of the other applications with similar characteristics.

6.2 Benchmark Generation and Hardware Evaluation

We need the benchmark generation step (Section 4.2) after application selection to plug in the NN

compression setup. This step is user-customized. According to our evaluation target, we generate

our benchmark suite with three configurations: no compression (for GPU), quantized 16-bit fixed-

point (for DianNao), and 16-bit fixed-point quantized and 90%/95% pruned (for Cambricon-X).

Finally, we conduct studies on evaluating several state-of-the-art software-hardware solutions

in this section. In particular, we evaluate GPU (Titan Xp), Neurocube [33], DianNao [12], and

Cambricon-X [64] with different model compression techniques. Among these hardware platforms
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Fig. 10. The application feature distribution of applications from our application candidate pool (TF Model

Zoo) compared to the distribution of applications in Fathom.

Fig. 11. The architecture overview of (a) Neurocube, (b) DianNao, and (c) Cambricon-X to distinguish key

architecture differences among them: (a) an NDP design, (b) a compute-centric design, and (c) a compute-

centric design with the support for sparsity.

we evaluated, GPU is a representative many-core processor exploiting the massive parallelism in

tensor operators. Neurocube is an NDP design that exploits an internal memory bandwidth of

memory cubes to accelerate memory-bound operators, while DianNao is a compute-centric accel-

erator design with on-chip computation and data movements tailored for NN applications. Both

of these two platforms are designed for computing fixed-point arithmetic, which needs the help

of NN model quantization from the software-level. Cambricon-X has a similar design as DianNao,

except that its design is intensively customized to exploit the sparsity of NN models, which needs

the help of NN model pruning. For the purpose of architecture comparison, Figure 11 shows the

architecture of Neurocube, DianNao, and Cambricon-X.

Table 4 includes comparisons among these platforms in terms of power, performance, and area.

These numbers are collected from official product specifications or their original papers. Due to

the lack of detailed power models and area models on these platforms, such as the off-chip DRAM

power and area data of DianNao and Cambricon-X, we only estimate the performance in our case

studies. We use our system-level simulator to estimate the performance of these platforms com-

pared to the CPU baseline implementation. According to the performance results presented in the

original papers, we derive an analytical model based on the roofline model [57] to estimate the per-

formance of each supported tensor operators on accelerators. Results on the GPU are profiled and

measured from the execution on a real machine. We assume that these heterogeneous platforms
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Table 4. The Description of Hardware Platforms

Platform GPU Nuerocube DianNao Cambricon-X

Peak Comp (GOPs) 12,100 132.4 482 528

Peak Mem (GB/s) 547.7 320 250 250

TDP (W) 250 21.5 0.4851 0.9541

Area (mm2) 471 68 3.021 6.381

Tech Node (nm) 16 15 65 65

1These power and area data are from their original papers without considering the power

consumption and area cost of DRAM dies.

Fig. 12. The speedups over CPU baseline of applications on (a) GPU without any model compression,

(b) Neurocube with models quantized into 16-bit fixed-point, (c) DianNao with models quantized into 16-

bit fixed-point, Cambricon-X (90%) with models further pruned 90% weights, and Cambricon-X (95%) with

models further pruned 95% weights.

are connected to a host CPU, Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPU, through PCIe, and any unsupported oper-

ator will be offloaded into the CPU for computation. The time of execution on the host CPU and

data transfers triggered by offloading unsupported operators will be counted in the final elapsed

time. However, we exclude the time used for transferring input data and model weights into these

platforms, because transferring different batches of input data can overlap in real-world inference

stage, and loading trained weights into these platforms is a one-time overhead.

Our simulation results are shown in Figure 12. The original application set is evaluated on

the GPU, and results are shown in Figure 12(a). Figure 12(b) presents the performance results on

Neurocube for applications quantized into 16-bit fixed-point data-type. Figure 12(c) presents the

performance results for DianNao and Cambricon-X. Applications executed on DianNao are also

quantized into 16-bit fixed-point. We evaluate two pruning strategies for applications executed on

Cambricon-X, which prunes 90% and 95% weights of models, denoted as Cambricon-X (90%) and

Cambricon-X (95%), respectively.

Insights from the result. By evaluating three representative accelerator designs with various

compression configurations, we make the following observations from Figure 12: First, GPU can

benefit these applications with a higher R2 ratio in their performance features. These applications

are usually computation-bound. Since applications on the x-axis are ordered by the increasing

order of R2, applications closer to the right direction along the x-axis spend more time in the

second cluster operators, of which most are convolution and matrix multiplication operations. As

shown in Figure 12(a), GPU obtains higher speedups on applications on the right side of the x-axis.

Second, near-data computing architectures favor applications (mostly NLP related) with a higher

R3 ratio. Figure 12(b) shows that Neurocube achieves higher speedups on applications on the left

side of the x-axis. Finally, we found that weight pruning is less attractive for NLP applications than

it is for CV applications. Figure 12(c) shows the comparison of DianNao and Cambricon-X in terms
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of performance benefits from pruning NN model weights, which reduces the computation and

memory workloads of matrix multiplication and convolution operations. Comparing Cambricon-

X (90%) to DianNao, Cambricon-X can achieve higher speedups than DianNao, which mainly

benefits from the reduction of computation and memory workloads due to pruned models. Such

speedups are more significant for computation-bound applications as opposed to memory-bound

applications. The results of models with different sparsities, Cambricon-X (90%) and Cambricon-X

(95%), indicate that pruning more weights can have slight benefits on memory-bound applications

while significant benefits on computation-bound applications.

7 DISCUSSION

Software-hardware co-design in MLPerf. Neural network applications, especially the inference

stage, benefit from the hardware-software co-design methodology. Thus, our work urges taking

the whole software-hardware co-design solution as a benchmark object instead of benchmarking

pure hardware designs by providing a fixed set of applications. The recently released MLPerf

inference benchmark [44] includes an Open Division under the same motivation as our study,

although they are a preliminary release and the rules of Open Division are immature. Compared

to the immature rules in this preliminary release, our methodology provides a concrete interface

to take the model compression techniques as the input and generate the compressed models as

the output. Our work takes model compression techniques as the software optimizations in the

end-to-end methodology, and our case studies reveal new insights for the impact of software

optimizations on hardware designs. We still need to further refine stages in our methodology to

embrace a larger scope of software solutions varying model architectures for the same prediction

task, which is an important perspective of our future work.

Extensibility of our benchmark methodology. There are many configuration choices in our

case study, which should be configured case-by-case. For example, we use locality and parallelism

as operator features to capture various architecture designs. They are sufficient to indicate the

overall architecture demand, such as compute-centric vs. memory-centric designs, because these

two metrics are major considerations among different architecture designs to capture memory

access patterns and computation intensity. However, these two metrics are not able to capture

finer-grain locality and parallelism characteristics. When finer-grain operator characteristics are

needed, the operator-level analysis phase needs to be adapted to new features, such as adding the

reuse distance [17] to reflect the average distance between data reuses. Another example is adding

new application features. We consider time breakdowns in application features because we think

inter-operator parallelism is usually implemented in software frameworks, such as TensorFlow [2],

for a higher flexibility of scheduling. However, when designing an accelerator taking the whole

computation graphs as inputs and exploiting inter-operator parallelism at the hardware-level, the

characteristics of computation graphs, such as the average of node degrees, can be added to the

application features. In summary, configurations in our benchmark methodology are not fixed and

some of them are tailored to our case study. We expect this benchmark methodology to be used by

varying configurations case-by-case. Despite the change of configurations, such as adding reuse

distance into the operator features, the key principles of our benchmark methodology, selecting

applications quantitatively and benchmarking software-hardware co-designs, remain the same.

NNBench-X for new NN workloads. Because of the promising results from NN techniques,

there are new algorithms developed for challenges in various applications. In these fast-growing

algorithm studies, our benchmark methodology is feasible to characterize new NN workloads to

provide insights for accelerator designs. For example, Bayesian neural networks (BNNs) [9, 39]

attract attention due to their ability to deal with uncertainty during the estimation. In our bench-

mark methodology, we decompose BNN models into operators and go through the application
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Table 5. The Performance of Image Classification Models on the CPU and FPGA of Amazon Web

Service F1 Instance for Processing a Single Image with the Size 224 x 224 (Width x Height)

Models bvlc_googlenet resnet50_v1 squeezenet vgg16

CPU (8 vCPUs) 103.92 ms 91.71 ms 42.41 ms 324.08 ms

FPGA (Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+) 1.57 ms 3.82 ms 1.43 ms 10.11 ms

Speedup 66.19 24.01 29.66 32.06

set selection flow to understand their characteristics. The only class of operators in BNN mod-

els different from existing NN models in the TF Model Zoo is sampling to generate the learned

distribution of weights. Because each element in weights is sampled independently from its dis-

tribution in BNNs, these sampling operators have 100% parallelism. Thus, these operators belong

to the third cluster in Figure 7(b) and their execution time contributes to R3. BNN models with

these sampling operators will have a larger R3 than NN models with the same NN architecture.

As a result, BNN models could have a larger demand on memory bandwidth, which is the same as

most of the workloads bounded by R3. If the performance of BNN models is significantly bounded

by these sampling operators, efficient sampling implementations in the accelerator should also be

considered [8]. These architectural implications will be helpful when designing new accelerators

for BNN models.

NNBench-X for FPGA software-hardware co-designs. In addition to ASIC accelerators,

FPGA is a promising platform to efficiently support various NN models. One promising software-

hardware co-design among FPGA solutions is optimizing RTL templates for several widely used

operators and developing a compilation flow to generate FPGA designs based on these templates

on a given NN model represented by a computation graph. Similar to other software-hardware

co-designs in ASICs, our benchmark methodology is able to be used to evaluate these FPGA so-

lutions. To demonstrate how to use NNBench-X to evaluate FPGA solutions, we conduct a case

study on Xilinx xDNN [60] in this section. We assume hardware designers are developing FPGA

software-hardware co-designs for image classification applications. In the first stage of NNBench-X,

our benchmark methodology takes a pool of image classification models as the input and selects

representative ones from them. In this case study, we compose an application candidate pool in-

cluding 10 image classification models, and the first stage of NNBench-X produces an application

set with 4 of them (bvlc_googlenet [51], resnet50_v1 [27], squeezenet [29], and vgg16 [49]). In the

second stage of NNBench-X, we pass these 4 models to the second stage to quantize models. At the

end of these stages, quantized models are generated according to the quantization methods pro-

vided by xfDNN middleware, which is the software optimization part of the xDNN co-design [60].

In the last stage of NNBench-X, we run these quantized models generated by the second stage

on FPGA hardware. Specifically, we run these quantized models on Amazon Web Service (AWS)

f1.2xlarge instance, which has eight vCPUs and one Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ FPGAs [5]. Experi-

mental results are shown in Table 5. These results demonstrate a significant performance benefit

of the FPGA co-design over the CPU baseline. In summary, we demonstrate that the benchmark

methodology developed in this work is general to evaluate FPGA software-hardware co-designs

through this case study. We hope our benchmark methodology can be helpful to improving future

FPGA solutions for NN workloads.

8 CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a novel end-to-end benchmarking method for NN accelerator designs.

To select the most representative NN applications and evaluate software-hardware co-designs,

our benchmark method is composed of three stages: application set selection, benchmark suite
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generation, and hardware evaluation. The application set selection stage selects representative

NN applications according to quantitative metrics to ensure the diversity of the benchmark suite.

The benchmark suite generation and hardware evaluation stages refine the selected applications

according to user-provided model compression techniques and evaluate the compressed models on

accelerator designs. We conduct a study of benchmarking several state-of-the-art NN accelerator

designs to demonstrate the usage of our benchmark method. We analyze applications from the

TensorFlow Model Zoo and observe that applications from the same application domains have

similar bottlenecks. Moreover, we evaluate several state-of-the-art software-hardware co-design

solutions, including hardware designs for quantized and pruned NN models. From our case studies,

we observe that computation-centric and memory-centric architectures can have different benefits

for different application domains. Also, we find that pruning NN models provides little benefit to

memory-bound applications. Through our case studies and observations, we are convinced that

our benchmark method is practical and feasible to provide insightful guidance to NN accelerator

designs.
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